Photographing Felt and Fibres
Choosing the background
If possible, try to take photos on a bright, but cloudy day. Outside works really well, but on a table by a window
can work well too.
Try placing the item or fibres you want to photograph on different backgrounds. The colour of the background
makes a big difference to the brightness, richness and accuracy of the colours. Try taking the photos from
different heights-this can affect the accuracy of colours a lot. And try each shot with the flash off and the flash
on. Always take a few photos, it’s much easier to delete photos you don’t need than to go back and recreate
the set up.

Black Background: Left — No flash; Right — With flash
The black background without flash makes the red seem flat and too bright and has no depth. The flash takes
away all the details.

White Background: Left — No flash; Right — With flash
The white background with no flash seems a little dark, but compared to the others, seems the most accurate.
It’s not always possible to check your photos to see if you have got a good shot, so it’s a good idea to try a few
other things, just in case.

Try taking some photos from different angles:

This photo above seems to capture more of the depth and texture, but still seems a little dark.
If you have any reflective or mirror card, this can really help, look through your view finder or at your camera
screen, move the card until it illuminates your object or fibre in a way you like. Try a few different positions.

This photo accurately represents the purse in the photo. It was taken without a flash and using reflective
card to increase the brightness. No photo editing was used except to crop it.

Digital brightening
When you’ve spent ages taking photos and downloading them, going through one by one, and the best you
have is still too dark, it’s not too hard to lighten it up.
Brightness and Contrast can sometimes be a bit harsh or fake-looking, this method is a little more ‘natural’ as it
uses your original photo as the base layer.
1. Open the photo you want to alter in Photoshop or similar editing program
2. Invert the colours. In Photoshop, it is under Image: Adjustments, or use Ctrl + I on the keyboard

3. Then select ‘Apply Image’, this is also under the Image menu:

Set the Blending to Multiply and the Opacity to 100%. Click OK.

4. Invert the image again. It will look very bright.

5. Select All, then Copy the image. Then using your History window (this is under the Window menu) go back to
when you first opened the image:

6. Paste. The bright image will now be over the original image. There will be two separate layers. You can see
this in the Layers box (also in the Windows menu)

7. Make sure the new layer is selected: click next to the picture and it will highlight it blue. Click the little arrow
next to 100% in the Opacity box; slide the Opacity back to zero. You’ll now see your original photo from
underneath.

8. Increase the opacity gradually until you like the look of your photo:

9. When you’re happy with the way it looks, Flatten the image (at the bottom of the Layer menu) and ‘Save As’
something appropriate like ‘Purse lightened’. You can always try a few variations by using the history window
to go back a step to before the image was flattened, and change the opacity. ‘Save As’ again and you can have
as many variations as you like. Just remember not to close the document if you want to try alternatives.
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